TIMAEUS OF TAUROMENIUM AND HELLENISTIC HISTORIOGRAPHY

Timaeus of Tauromenium (350–260 BC) wrote the authoritative account of the Greeks in the western Mediterranean. Like that of almost all the Hellenistic historians, his work survives only in fragments. Beyond an up-to-date treatment of this important author, this book shows that both the nature of the evidence and modern assumptions about historical writing in the Hellenistic period have skewed our treatment and judgment of lost historians. For Timaeus, much of our evidence is preserved in the polemical context of Polybius’ Book 12. When we move outside that framework and examine the fragments of Timaeus in their proper context, we gain a greater appreciation for his method and his achievement, including his use of polemical invective and his composition of speeches. This examination of Timaeus also conveys a broader impression of the major lines of Hellenistic historiography.
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IG Inscriptiones Graecae. Berlin, 1873–.

Jacoby, [vol.] Refers to Jacoby’s commentary or notes for the various volumes of Die Fragmente der griechischen Historiker.

Kirchner, PA Prosopographia Attica, ed. J. Kirchner (2 vols.). Berlin, 1901–3.

Note on the text and abbreviations


PCG  Poetae Comici Graeci, ed. R. Kassel and C. Austin (8 vols.). Berlin, 1983–.


P Oxy.  Oxyrhynchus Papyri. London, 1898–.


SEG  Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum. Leiden, 1923–
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